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July 16, 2019
Kimco Realty submits into record the information below in addition to the Schematic Development Plan
Application SDP-8146-2019 initially filed on March 12, 2019 to address comments, questions and
clarifications raised at the Joint Mayor and City Council and Planning Commission Hearing on June 17,
2019 regarding Kentlands Market Square (“Property”).
Building Orientation
There are several reasons that we oriented the building and the uses as shown. These reasons include: the
importance of Kentlands Boulevard, the requirement in existing tenant leases for replacement retail at-grade
parking, and the necessity of creating successful retail spaces and a good transition to the neighboring uses.
First, during the Sketch Plan process we discussed and addressed the importance of Kentlands Boulevard
as a major thoroughfare and the “front door” to the Kentlands community. This is a turning point for
Kentlands Boulevard to become a more activated street and this design is one step toward defining the
future of this important road as it evolves. If any building turns its back on Kentlands today, it will be nearly
impossible to fix that in the future and it will continue to be a disjointed experience along the road. Below
are images of the view from the existing site overlooking Kentlands Boulevard to the north which
demonstrates that this is not an unsightly road or view.

Second, one of the challenges of developing where there are existing retailers is that we have existing lease
obligations to maintain certain parking counts and locations to ensure the ongoing success of the existing
retail. While we can develop over the existing surface parking lot, we are required to maintain the ease of
at-grade parking for patrons with direct at-grade access for both vehicles and pedestrians. This is critical to
the ability to attract retailers to the community and to ensure their ongoing success. Therefore, we created
a garage where the retail parking access is located at-grade, so retail patrons drive into the parking lot atgrade, park their car on that same level, and walk in and out at the same level without needing to go up or
down stairs or elevators. In other words, it effectively functions like the existing surface parking lot.
Third, the mix of uses works well with the retail along Commerce Place Way because it allows us to create
flexible forward-thinking retail space that complements and visually connects to the existing retail spaces
across the street and along the Paseo. It also allows us to service the retail space in an efficient manner by
providing a rear corridor at the same grade as the retail with access to the loading and trash areas. In
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addition, the residential lobby at the southeast corner provides a good transition to the neighboring
residential uses, creates a sense of place of arrival for the residents, and allows us to have better designed
and more flexible retail space along Commerce Square Place.
Center Point Way/South Elevation
Following additional meetings with City Staff, DPZ, and representatives of the community, we added an
office use along Center Point Way to further activate the street. Although the design presented at the Joint
Hearing demonstrated that both corners of the building along Center Point Way are activated (at the west
end there is a retail space wrapping the corner from Commerce Square Place and the east end we have
placed the residential lobby), we balanced the site conditions and the community concerns and added office
use in lieu of six parking spaces. In addition, there is a pedestrian egress from the retail parking lot that will
include double doors and clear signage and lighting. The graphics below highlight in both plan and elevation
the areas along Center Point Way that are activated by uses. The retail at the corner of Commerce Square
Place and Center Point Way wraps the corner of Center Point Way and extends 39 feet along the façade of
Center Point Way. There is a pedestrian-scaled entrance to the parking garage that provides clear signage,
double glass doors and a vestibule to access the parking separate from the lane of traffic where vehicles are
entering and exiting. The new office space extends approximately 63 feet along Center Point Way and
reduces the length of the screened garage to approximately 55 feet. And, the lobby for the residential portion
of the building is located along the east side of the façade and extends approximately 81 feet along Center
Point Way.
The images below show the uses by length of the façade in both plan and elevation (dimensions are rounded
to the nearest foot).
Zoomed in Site Plan:
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Elevation:

Although the building opening for the loading and parking are 19 and 22 feet, respectively, during the Final
Site Plan process, we will refine the paving patterns along the sidewalk that extend from these areas to
minimize the width and create strong visual cues for pedestrians. This design creates a strong pedestrian
experience that will complement the surrounding pedestrian experiences. In fact, the project meets a very
high pedestrian standard for Center Point Way. The sidewalk along Center Point Way is a continuous
minimum of 8 feet wide (up to 10 feet wide from the pedestrian entrance to the residential lobby) with 6
feet of green planter areas that include shademaster honeylocust trees between the curb and the sidewalk
and areas with 6 feet of bioretention green areas between the sidewalk and the building façade.
Garage entry
The retail loading and retail patron parking access are deliberately and necessarily separated along Center
Point Way. The retail needs accessible and efficient service and loading areas. If retail loading is not
convenient and easy to access, trucks will not use it. Furthermore, combining the retail loading/trash area
with the retail patron vehicular entrance doesn’t work well for three reasons. First, the ceiling height and
access requirements for loading is minimum of 14 feet 6 inches clear while that of a vehicular entrance is
minimum clearance of 8 feet 6 inches. Second, there is a grade difference between the loading and the
parking which creates a conflict for the access to the retail loading area and/or the parking. Third,
operationally it does not work to comingle loading /trash area with the retail parking entrance because there
would be periods of time when the trucks would completely block vehicular access to the garage.
Furthermore, it is important to contain the trash odors. The separation of this trash/loading area allows us
to contain the trash odors so that they do not comingle with the retail parking. In addition, we have planned
a high-quality opaque roll-down door to screen the loading and trash while they are not in use. If the retail
parking and the loading shared an entrance this area would always be exposed to the sidewalk. The
following graphic shows how this garage loading and vehicular entrance area functions.
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In addition to retail vehicular access to the garage, there are two pedestrian entrances for the public to use
to easily get to the retailers. One pedestrian access point along Commerce Square Place, labeled the
“arcade” on the drawings serves as pedestrian pass-through that will be well lit and create a direct sight line
to the Paseo across the street. This visibility works both ways in that it creates immediate focal point to the
retail, but also if someone is traveling down the Paseo they have a clear view to the parking entrance. A
second pedestrian access point is along Center Point Way. This is a pedestrian-scaled passageway with
double glass doors that creates a safe barrier from the drive lane and will be clearly and thoughtfully signed
and labeled to create an easy sight line specifically for those walking down Center Point Way. The image
below highlights the retail pedestrian access points to the garage.
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Again, we will approach the paving materials that extend from the service and parking entrances with
special care that will help reduce the sense of distance and further enhance the pedestrian experience.
General Architecture
This is the SDP phase that sets the tone for the architectural language, proposed material palette, and scale
that we believe is befitting of this location and period. Kentlands has a strong identity in its layout,
walkability, and sense of community, but it also has a wide variety of design elements. The design is rooted
in traditional design principles but with modern architectural details that are appropriate in context. The
building follows a rational expression of the function and this transitional design character is contemporary
with massing, proportions and materials that complement the surrounding buildings without replicating an
historical style that would not be genuine. We believe that this design pays homage to the last thirty years
of history at Kentlands but also sets the tone for the next thirty years.
Specific architectural details will be worked out through the Final Site Plan design process. The building
has three elevators which is in accordance with the industry standard for a building of this size and the
number of units. The design will include thoughtful incorporation of necessary mechanical systems
including the proper location and screening of exhaust vents and HVAC equipment on the roof.
DPZ and Community Outreach
Over the several months leading up to submitting the SDP, we met with DPZ, stakeholders, and community
members to discuss our design concepts and respond to questions. Outreach meetings included:










December 11, 2018: DPZ/Mike Watkins Architects
January 8, 2019: Quince Orchard Park Board Meeting
January 14, 2019: Lakelands Community HOA Board Meeting
January 15, 2019: Kentlands Downtown Working Group (KDWG) Meeting (on behalf of
Kentlands Citizens Assembly)
May 7, 2019: Representatives KDWG and DPZ
June 17, 2019: Joint Public Hearing – Mayor and City Council and Planning Commission
June 27, 2019: DPZ
July 8, 2019: Representative from KDWG
July 9, 2019: DPZ

We also reached out specifically to the community directly east of the Property, BA Kentlands II
Condominium Association via their property management company First Service Residential and invited
them to attend any of the meetings scheduled above and offered to meet separately. Several condominium
residents attended the January 15, 2019 KDWG meeting.
Following the meetings prior to the Joint Public Hearing, we did a significant redesign of Commerce Square
Place and reconfigured the existing surface lot adjacent to the Paseo which is outside of the boundaries of
the SDP. The images below show the before and after design.
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We worked with DPZ both prior to and after the Joint Hearing and made the redesign decisions very
carefully to ensure that we have a highly functioning building that meets the needs and ensures success of
the mix of residential, retail, and parking uses.
Parking
We analyzed parking for the individual proposed building and across the entire Property. The proposed
number of spaces for both the retail and residential meets City Code requirements. Overall, the project
results in a net reduction in the retail square footage on the property. Furthermore, the old theater was 1,200
seats and the new theater is 515 seats which is a further reduction in the parking demand on the property.
Retail parking will remain free of charge. This chart below is a summary of the required and provided
parking for both the commercial uses and the residential uses.
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Commercial Parking
Parking Required
Use

GFA

Fitness
Theater
Education ‐ Elementary/Junior
Office
Commercial

1,896 sf
34,052 sf
8,000 sf
1,140 sf
193,243 sf
237,191 sf

Employees Seats
‐
30
15
‐
‐

‐
515
‐
‐
‐

Parking Rate

Parking Required

1 per 200 sf
1 per 4 seats + 1 per employee
1 per employee
1 per 300
1 per 225 sf

10
159
15
4
859
1047

10% reduction for retail centers greater than 200,000 sf:

104

Total Parking Required:

943

Parking Distribution1
Existing

Proposed/To Remain

Parcel A, Block TT
Building A
Building B
Building D

269
153
208

269
153
208

Parcel B, Block XX
Building H & J

0

0

Lot 1, Block XX
Buildings C1 & C2
Building E

25
179

12
169

Lot 2, Block XX
Proposed Commercial

314

229

Total Parking Provided for Commercial Uses (excludes parking in R/W):
Parking Required:
Parking Surplus:
Additional On‐street Parking in Public R/W:

1040
943
97
88

Footnotes:
1. Numbers in table include standard spaces, ADA spaces, and mototrcycle spaces

The graphic shows the parking counts in the locations through the property as noted in the Parking Space
Distribution above:
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The chart below shows the residential parking summary. This parking count is consistent with the market
trends for multifamily parking demands in similar submarkets. We do not anticipate any overflow parking
on residential streets, but if the City and community supported it, Kimco also would support parking
restrictions on the residential streets.

Residential Parking
Efficiency Units
One Bedroom Units
Two Bedroom Units
Three Bedroom Units

Assembly Area

Units Count

Parking Rate

Parking Required

14
127
96
8
245

x 1.00
x 1.25
x 1.50
x 2.00

14
159
144
16
333

Area

Parking Rate

Parking Required

3,000 sf

1 per 400 sf

8
8

Total Parking Required:

341

Parking Distribution1
Proposed
Lot 2, Block WW
Proposed Residential

341

Total Parking Provided:

341

Footnotes:
1. Numbers in table include standard spaces, ADA spaces, and mototrcycle spaces

Angled Back-in parking
It is critical to the success of the retail to have teaser and handicap parking proximate to the retail. Angled
back-in parking is encouraged and preferred with the new City Road Code adopted in January 2019. Chapter
3 of the Road Code addresses slower speed street design, specifically speeds of 25 mph or less and reviews
traffic calming methods. Further, in Section 3(3), the code addresses back-in angle parking as a design
treatment. Note, it does offer both advantages and disadvantages, but promotes that the advantages
outweigh the disadvantages, especially as people grow accustom to the design. From the Rode Code:
Back-in angle parking (also referred to as reverse-angle or reverse diagonal parking) is a parking space
that motorists drive slightly past, and then back into the angled parking space.
Placement & Design Guidance: Back-in angle parking should be provided where additional on-street
parking is desired. Parking spaces should be angled at 60-degrees to the curb line and should be 20-feet
deep measured perpendicular to the curb line, and 10-feet wide. Parking stops should be provided where
vehicles overhanging the street buffer or sidewalk is not desired. Vehicle idling should also be prohibited.
Advantages: Back-in angle parking requires less lateral curb space per vehicle compared to parallel
parking spaces; as such, more on-street parking can be provided along a street. It provides motorists with
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significantly better sight lines to approaching roadway users as they exit the parking space. This parking
configuration eliminates the risks present in parallel parking configurations, where motorists may open
their car doors into the travel path of a bicyclist without looking. Children exiting cars are also directed
back toward the sidewalk by the open vehicle door. May also be implemented to provide a road narrowing
or mid-block deflection traffic calming benefit.
Disadvantages: Drivers may not know where to stop backing up, resulting in vehicle overhanging the
sidewalk or hitting landscaping or other sidewalk amenities. Tailpipes are directed toward the sidewalk,
which may be undesirable near outdoor seating or other sensitive areas. This parking design may be
confusing to some drivers, who may come from opposing travel lanes and go head-first into the parking
space.
In addition, through working with City Staff and DPW, we placed a crosswalk approximately mid-block
on Commerce Square Place that will further serve as a traffic calming tool denoted by markings and a
different paving surface. This will function like the new crosswalk along Market Street and serve as a
continuation of the pedestrian experience from Market Street through the Paseo to the new development
and is shown in the image below.

Post Office (and other tenants)
We are actively working with the existing tenants, including Orangetheory, MyGym, United States Postal
Service, and Buca di Beppo to identify relocation opportunities within the Property if they are interested.
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Traffic Pattern
Per the submitted SDP plans, a “No U-turn” sign will be posted on Kentlands Boulevard to deter drivers
from making U-turn movements. Location of the sign is shown below.

Main Street
This project should help bolster Main Street businesses by adding 245 residential units within one block of
the retailers. Kentlands Market Square will continue to maintain strong pedestrian connections to Main
Street.
Kentlands Boulevard
The importance of Kentlands Boulevard played a large role in the overall design and layout of the building
and is a gateway to the Kentlands community from the east. Kimco is willing to work with the City and
Saul regarding Kentlands Blvd. and connectivity between the two sides, but it is a bigger challenge than
Kimco alone can address or control.
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KENTLANDS MARKET SQUARE
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